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1939, USA, B&W & Colour, Adventure / Fantasy
Running time: 102 mins.
Directed by Victor Fleming and others! Cast: Judy Garland,
Frank Morgan, Ray Boger, Margeret Hamilton, Jack Hayley

‘Stormier than Kansas’ was one headline that heralded the
production finally released in 1939. Then it was one of the
most expensive pictures to be made. Initially intended to cost
$1 million, costs doubled, and then a $1 million for
marketing, as it was realised by the makers that to regain
their costs they would have to rely on merchandise to return
their investment, something that Disney and the makers of
Star-wars amongst others subsequently picked up on. The
film being well- received upon release, just making back its
costs, but it was not until 1956, when the film was screened
on television that it finally made real profits. Ironically it was
this medium that cemented the film’s reputation and its
place as a Christmas movie, alongside another movie, ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’ whose present filmic stature was attained via
the small screen.
It is now rated as being the most watched film in cinema
history.

‘The Wizard of Oz’ was already a well-

It started big yet became much bigger. It
was
already recognised that it would
known children’s story by the writer
Frank Baum. Whose idea it was to film require a month to build ‘Munchkinland’
but actually it took far longer, requiring a
it is disputed; what is known is that
total of 65 sets spread over 6 sound stages,
originally it was to be Shirley Temple,
built by a small army of carpenters and
at that time a world-wide star, who
painters. It took twenty men a week just to
was to be the intended Dorothy.
Temple had certainly sung on camera stick 40,000 hand-made wire-stemmed
(‘Animal Crackers’ anyone?), but when ‘flowers for the field of poppies’ sequence.
Arthur Freed, the musical director
The sound engineer Douglas Shearer took a
heard Garland sing he immediately
team of engineers to the island of Santa
insisted on her for the role.
Catalina to record 15,000 feet of tape of
shrieking sea-birds, to provide the basis for
the spooky noises heard in the ‘Haunted
Forest’ sequence. Think of this whilst you
are listening to this section. The costume
designer had to organise the making of
3,210 outfits. The flying monkeys each had
a feathered outfit, the feathers
painstakingly collected from zoos around
the USA, from captive eagles, condors, and
vultures.
The song ‘Somewhere over the
Rainbow’ was almost excised from the
Each green shoe and the accompanying
film when, amongst the various
stockings were dyed by the costumiers.
director’s that came and went, King
Vidor insisted on its removal until the Dorothy’s slippers, originally silver, became
ruby to show off the 3 strip technicolour
returning director Victor Fleming
counter insisted on its inclusion as the technique, requiring the sewing of
thousands of red sequins onto pink chiffon
essential bridge between Kansas and
that made up the form of the shoes. The
Oz. Now it is virtually impossible to
lighting had to be exceptionally bright to
imagine the film without it.
accommodate the then brand new colour
The eventual overall director Fleming process, which meant temperatures of up
later claimed that it was the obstacles to 38 degrees centigrade on set.
that made the film one for the ages,
but his statement was made once the Given the nature of the costumes the
quantities of sweat expended by cast and
film was done and having already
crew can only be imagined.
achieved the judgement of history.
The shoot was possibly only
completed because it had become too The famous Yellow Brick road for a time
only achieved a muddy green when
expensive to abandon.

recorded on film, and there were
many such unanticipated problems.
Eventually four directors were
involved; Alexander Fleming,
responsible for the greater part of the
movie featured twice, (returning after
filming ‘Gone With the Wind)’.
The initial director, Richard Thorpe,
lasted less than a month, thought
apparently insufficiently lacking in
empathy for the intended audience,
which only renders his replacement
Fleming as a most unlikely choice, his
being a ‘man’s man’, not averse to
once slapping 18 year old Garland for
her laughing at the endless clowning
of Bert Lahr between takes. Indeed
the three main leads of the Scarecrow,
the Lion and the Tin Man apparently
told a litany of ever more filthy stories
as they whiled away the endless hours
required by the interminable
production process, much to the
discomfort of Margaret Hamilton
whose previous working life had
included life as a school-teacher. She
was consigned to a tent, away from
the mobile homes of the other stars,
possibly at her request, possibly at
theirs.
Her demeanour was not improved
when she was seriously burnt on the
hand and face when a trap-door failed
to open. Her skin was hurt to a greater
degree than might otherwise have
been the case due to the presence of
copper powder applied to her skin to
render the necessary green tone (it’s
not easy being green as Kermit noted).

Another victim of their make-up was
the original Tin Man, Buddy Epson,
who had to be confined to an ironlung for some considerable time due
to an allergic reaction to the
aluminium dust present in his makeup. The actual outfit for the part
meant that sitting was impossible, the
actor only capable of leaning at an
angle to gain any physical relief during
filming. I could find no details as to
toileting arrangements!
Apparently all told 50% of the cast and
crew suffered injuries. Although none
died, some were badly hurt. The flying
monkeys were particularly liable to
prove too heavy for the piano wire by
which they were suspended.
The other main characters costumes
contained moulded rubber, newly
created for this film, which made up
much of their features. For Bert Lahr
as the Lion this proved sufficiently
problematic that he could only ingest
foodstuff through a straw.
The presence of the ‘little people’ who
represented the Munchkins and their
supposed antics during filming have
entered into film lore, although it is
likely that the oft-cited orgies,
drunkenness and fights then reported
were largely exaggerated.
The troupe were under the
management of one Leo Singer, born a
Baron, died a pauper, whether as a
direct result of his managing 50 ‘little
people’ or not I leave to your
imagination. Singer was unable to fulfil
the request for the 120 or so midgets,
(specifically not dwarves) so a number
of the Munchkins were actually child

fficulty for the production team.

actors. The presence of juveniles
undoubtedly presented a further
difficulty for the production team.
Garland herself said in later
interviews that they were drunk
every night, and taken to bed in
butterfly nets. It is on record that
the Culver City police force was
occasionally called to break up fights
on set, but it was not their full-time
employment.

The film has become a leading example of
the capacity of film production to swallow
budgets, make or break professional
reputations, traumatise individuals, all in
the cause of a few hours of wonder in a
darkened theatre.
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